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1: Bad Valve Seals Symptoms | It Still Runs
The next seal is the umbrella style seal, this seal rides with the valve stem and prevents oil from going down the guide.
The last style of valve seal is the o-ring. This was extremely common on older style engines and was the least effective
of any of the seals.

Bad Valve Seals Symptoms by Chris Stevenson Valves regulate the amount of fuel and air mixture allowed in
the cylinders for combustion. While the valves have guides or sleeves to keep combustion gases from passing
through them, the seals on the top of the valves keep oil in the valve cover from being sucked down into the
engine. Seals, typically made of high-strength rubber, fit over the top of the valve stem inside a small collar.
When valve seals begin to wear or fail they produce some obvious and unique symptoms. Cold Engine One of
the most noticeable signs of worn or cracked valve stem seals will be just after a cold engine start. If the
vehicle has been sitting for any length of time or even overnight, the top of the head inside the valve cover will
be coated with residual oil that was pumped up earlier during running operation. The rubber valve seal has
also cooled during nonoperation, which causes it to contract and leave a small gap. When the engine first starts
up, residual oil gets sucked down through the bad seal and into the combustion chamber. A large cloud of
blue-white smoke will be seen exiting the tailpipe just after start-up. Idle and Stop and Go Driving Bad valve
seals will show themselves during prolonged idling at stop signs or stop lights in congested city conditions.
When the vehicle sits at idle for prolonged periods, high levels of vacuum at the intake manifold result
because the throttle valve remains closed. The high vacuum attracts oil in the heads to congregate around the
valve stems. Upon acceleration, the oil gets sucked past the eroding seal and down through the valve guide,
where it burns in the exhaust. Huge clouds of blue-white smoke exit the tailpipe after each acceleration from a
stop. The burning smoke will disappear during cruising or highway speed. Off-Throttle Braking Evidence of
valve seals being compromised will show up during off-throttle braking, especially when descending a steep
downgrade where the accelerator pedal remains static. With the creation of high intake manifold vacuum,
coupled with the downward slant of the engine, oil collects toward the front of the valve cover over the head.
Upon pushing the accelerator after a long coast, burned oil will exit the tailpipe in copious amounts. The
engine will continue to burn the oil longer in this case, but it will still be a temporary condition until finally the
smoking stops under normal cruise. Oil Consumption Bad valve seals will cause excessive oil consumption. In
an otherwise normal engine with good compression, rings and valve guides, bad seals will cause a loss of oil
that can be detected on the oil dipstick. By keeping an accurate record of oil level on the dipstick, a noticeable
oil reduction due to the oil being burned along with the fuel will be discovered. Bad seals will be confirmed if
no oil leaks can be found on the engine to account for the loss. Excessive Smoke If the valve seals have
deteriorated enough, the blue-white exhaust smoke will last longer after start-up and acceleration. Yet the
smoke will eventually disappear after long engine operation or during periods of hot weather. Bad valve seals
nearly always show an intermittent problem of oil burning, whereas worn piston rings and valve guides will
smoke during all times of engine operation and never disappear. About the Author Chris Stevenson has been
writing since His automotive vocation has spanned more than 35 years and he authored the auto repair manual
"Auto Repair Shams and Scams" in Stevenson holds a P.
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2: Valve guide - Wikipedia
Valve stem seals provide a controlled leak of oil to allow the valve stem to be lubricated as it slides in the valve guide.
The amount of oil that passes by the valve stem seal must be precisely controlled, as too little oil causes stem and guide
wear.

I would argue that if you have the Valves removed out of the Head then it should be a no-brainer to change
them. Steps to Remove and Install Valve Stem Seals Be sure to watch the video for a visual explanation as
well on how to do the following procedure. Removing Valve Stem Seals 1. Many manuals now tell you to use
a special Valve Seal Remover Tool. If for some reason you plan on re-using your Valve Seals that might be a
good idea, but I say if you are removing them, then just change them. Because of this I just use a good ole pair
of pliers. Gently grip the Valve Seal and give a twisting motion while you pull up. This is going to be
something that you will have to be patient with. Keep steady pressure on them while twisting and they will
eventually come off. Installing Valve Seals 1. Thoroughly lube up the new Seals with oil so as to not tear the
Seal when seating it over the Valve Guide. Again, most manuals will call for a special tool to install the Valve
Seals. I have found that using a point socket that is perfectly sized around Valve Seal works just as good.
Place the Valve Seal around the Valve Guide and push down as far as you can, while being sure to seat the
seal as straight as you can. Then put your point socket or special tool on the seal and seat it the rest of the way.
Gently tap on the socket with a hammer to seat the Valve Stem Seal. This is NOT the time to get aggressive. If
for any reason it gets held up or stuck, then something is not right and you should abort what your doing. They
should slide on to the valve guides with just minor force. If going through the trouble of changing out your
valve stem seals Be sure to check out other articles here at enginebasics. Want to know more about your
particular Make and Model vehicle? All of these vehicles are covered in the tech, maintenance and repair
articles found above. Enginebasics is the wiki or wikipedia of car part, repair, how to and tuning information.
Let us be the class for your automotive learning.
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Leaking valve seals cause your engine to smoke when you first start it up, and then it usually runs the rest of the day
with no smoke. Usually replacing the valve seals will fix the problem.

Before re-installing these items a quick bath in solvent is in order. Now that the cylinder has air inside it, use
the valve spring compressor tool to compress the valve spring. The tool comes with instructions on its use and
an additional long arm, I would suggest using one short arm and one long arm on the tool to make
compressing the spring easier. You will also need to have a socket that is slightly smaller than the diameter of
the valve spring retainer at hand. Place the socket over the valve spring and tap it lightly a few times with a
brass hammer before installing the valve spring compressor tool. This will help to vibrate the keepers which
will make their removal just a little smoother after the spring is compressed. With the spring compressed,
remove the valve keepers having a small telescoping pocket magnet will assist greatly in this and you should
be able to see the valve seal at this point. Sometimes the seal is so deteriorated that very little of it, if any,
remains on the valve stem. If you do see the seal, use a dentists pick and remove it. The seal will most likely
be very brittle and will break off in tiny pieces. Pull the spring compressor tool straight up to expose the valve
stem. At this point you can clean the valve spring still compressed in the tool and the valve stem in the head
with a little bit of solvent. It would make life a heck of a lot easier if the valve seal could be left on the valve
as illustrated in PHOTO FOUR and the spring installed on top of it, but it can not. The compressed valve
spring must be installed FIRST, then the valve seal installed, then the valve keepers. Once these items are
installed, then you can turn the valve spring compressor counter-clockwise to extend the valve spring. Rest
assured this is a very tedious operation, however, if you have the correct compression on the valve spring with
the tool, you should be able to just barely see the valve seal groove from the top of the valve spring. With a
little petroleum jelly over the valve stem and a pointed dentist pick, you should be able to work the valve seal
down into its groove. Make sure the valve seal does not turn itself inside out during the installation. Install a
compression tester to 1 cylinder and bring the engine up to TDC. Now start the engine and let it warm to
operating temperature. If you want to avoid steam cleaning the engine bay after this procedure, then I would
suggest placing heavy duty aluminum foil over the exhaust manifolds and engine bay area as oil splash
protection. Repeat this process for the other 15 valves. Shut the engine off, clean up the tin foil and check the
engine oil level. The oil splash hits the top and sides of the valve cover and rains back down on the rockers
rather than sticking and burning to the valve cover. It also makes clean-up a breeze when it is time to replace
the valve cover gaskets. Should you be interested in the theory behind valve stem seals, click here , to read my
technical article.
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A valve guide is a cylindrical piece of metal, pressed or integrally cast into the cylinder head, with the valve reciprocating
inside it. Guides also serve to conduct heat from the combustion process out from the exhaust valve and into the
cylinder head where it may be taken up by the cooling system.

Replacing Valve Guide Seals Changing valve guide seals in the vehicle. A common problem among vehicles
especially older vehicles is leaking valve guide seals. They are a cheap item but the labor rate a shop can
charge may make it very expensive. The task of changing your valve guide seals is actually fairly straight
forward and can be accomplished in a weekend with a couple special tools. A valve seal is a simple seal.
There are several different kinds of valve seals depending on the time in which your vehicle was
manufactured. The most effective kind of valve seal is the positive style seal, this fits over the valve guide
itself and is stationary. The next seal is the umbrella style seal, this seal rides with the valve stem and prevents
oil from going down the guide. The last style of valve seal is the o-ring. This was extremely common on older
style engines and was the least effective of any of the seals. If you have leaking valve seals on your vehicle it
is likely that you will have an oil consumption problem. Another sign would be that if you have a puff of blue
smoke on start up when your vehicle has sat overnight. This is because the oil from the valve train can leak
down the guide and onto the top of the piston this will make your blue smoke on start up. This procedure will
discuss how to install new valve guide seals on your vehicle with the heads in place. It is also going to assume
that you have a pushrod style motor, it is similar on a overhead cam motor but you may have to remove the
cam and that you will need the timing chain procedure to reinstall, but the principle and procedures are
similar. Before starting this procedure you will want to know that you may cause serious engine damage if you
do not follow these exact steps. You can risk having a valve fall into the cylinder and damage the piston. Make
sure to follow all of the steps. The Procedure Park your vehicle where it can sit for a weekend. Also make sure
to allow plenty of time, even though it may be a relatively simple task, it is very time consuming. Disconnect
the negative terminal on your battery. Remove the upper intake manifold. Tip I recommend buying little
plastic baggies and labeling them and putting the bolts in them so you know which bolts are for what. I also
recommend placing masking tape and numbers on vacuum hoses and fittings to make installation easier.
Remove anything that is in the way of you getting to the valve covers and getting them removed. With the
valve covers accessible remove them and set aside. You will then need to remove the spark plugs from all of
the cylinders. The next step is to loosen up all of your rocker arms on your engine. You may have a rocker
shaft, in this case remove all of the bolts in an even pattern until the rocker arm shaft can be removed. If you
have individual rocker arms then simply remove the nuts and set the rocker arms aside. It is a good idea to
label which cylinder and whether or not it is an intake or exhaust rocker arm and set them aside. This will
ensure that your rocker arms will go back on the original cylinder they were from. With the rocker arms
removed you now are looking at the valves. Take a soft faced hammer such as this ATD Dead Blow Hammer
and give the retainers on all of the valves a good hard hit. This will help break the keepers loose and make
removal of the keepers much easier. You will next have to install an adapter from a compression tester into the
spark plug hole of one of the cylinders. With the proper adapter in the spark plug hole, you will now want to
connect your air hose from your air compressor. This is used to keep the valves from falling into the cylinder
when you remove the retainer. You are now ready to remove the retainer. This tool is simple to use simply
latch the long arms onto the bottom of the spring and make sure the inside contacts the retainer. Then snug it
up and thread the handle on top and compress the spring. Compress the spring until you can remove the
keepers. With the keepers removed you can unscrew the valve spring compressor and remove it. Unless you
have an o-ring style seal then you will need to remove the seal before you can remove the retainer. Then if you
have an o-ring seal you can simply oil your new o-ring and slide it in place and install new keepers. It is
important that you install new keepers. You can now pull the retainer off and set it aside along with the valve
spring. You will then have to remove the umbrella or positive style seal. Install the new seal making sure to
lubricate it with oil. With the new valve seal in place you can reinstall your valve spring and retainer, use the
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spring compressor and compress the spring. Install new keepers in the grooves and remove the compressor.
Move onto the next valve and do the same procedure. Make sure you have air in the cylinder when you are
doing this otherwise the valves will fall into the cylinder and you will have to remove the head to get them out.
Before installing the rockers go around and hit each valve retainer with your soft faced hammer several times.
This will make sure that all of the keepers are in place and insure that you will not drop a valve. Once all of
the valve seals are installed you are ready to reinstall your rocker arms. If you have a rocker shaft you simply
have to install the rocker shaft and torque it to spec. You may then have to adjust the valves depending on
your setup. It is a good idea to get some information on how to adjust the lash on your rocker arms if you need
to. If you have rocker arms and hydraulic lifters then you will want to set the rockers on and just start the nut.
Then turn the engine until cylinder number one is on top dead center compression stroke. To make sure you
are on compression and not exhaust since the marks will line up for both make sure both your push rods are
down indicating a cam that has lobes facing away. Then if you have a manual it will tell you what cylinders
and valves you can adjust the lash on with cylinder number one on compression. You will have to torque the
retainers to a certain torque, and then according to the service information you may have to make a certain
number of additional turns after that. Just make sure to follow the service information on this. You then simply
have to install new gaskets on the valve cover and intake manifold and reinstall everything in the reverse
order. You just finished installing new valve guide seals. Your engine should now run much better and not use
oil. ATD , kd tools , kdt , keepers , lis , lisle , retainers , seal , Tools , valve adjustment , valve guide , valve
guide seal , valve seal , valve seals , valve spring , valves , vavle guide seals , vavle lash This entry was posted
on Sunday, January 30th, at 9: You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. Responses are
currently closed, but you can trackback from your own site.
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The cost of replacing your valve guide seals will vary according to the make and model of your vehicle. The good news
is the cost of the parts for valve guide seals is between $30 to $ on average. The bad news is that you are looking at
about 2 to 4 hours of labor if you take your vehicle to a mechanic.

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. March Learn how and when to remove
this template message In most types of reciprocating engines , a valve guide is provided for each poppet valve
in the cylinder head. Along with the valve spring, it serves to positively locate the valve so that it may make
proper contact with the valve seat. A valve guide is a cylindrical piece of metal, pressed or integrally cast into
the cylinder head, with the valve reciprocating inside it. Guides also serve to conduct heat from the
combustion process out from the exhaust valve and into the cylinder head where it may be taken up by the
cooling system. Bronze is commonly used, as is steel ; a balance between stiffness and wear on the valve is
essential to achieve a useful service life. The clearance between the inner diameter of the valve guide and the
outer diameter of the poppet valve stem is critical for the proper performance of an engine. If there is too little
clearance, the valve may stick as oil contaminants and thermal expansion become factors. If there is too much
clearance, the valve may not seat properly and excessive oil consumption can occur. Over time, the inner
diameter of the valve guide and the outer diameter of the valve stem may become worn. In the s, many U.
They found that by reaming all the valve guides in a head to one standard size typically 0. Studies have been
conducted which show that through the proper selection of the reamer and reaming process, valves guides can
be quickly and efficiently reamed to a consistently repeatable size. Their replacement involves removing the
worn part by driving it out with a hammer and specifically-shaped punch. Installation involves heating the
cylinder with its integral head and freezing the valve guide so as to ease insertion, and then driving the new
guide in quickly with a hammer. Once the parts return to room temperature the new valve guide will be solidly
in place and ready to be reamed and honed to proper diameter. Oil seals[ edit ] As valve guides wear, their
ability to positively locate the valve to the valve seat decreases. As the valves lose their ability to seal the
combustion chamber properly, the engine can lose performance and start to burn oil, leaking from the top of
the cylinder head into the intake and exhaust manifolds. Modern engines are fitted with valve stem oil seals
which can be replaced if oil leakage occurs.
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6: Symptoms of a Bad Valve Guide Seals and Replacement Cost - www.enganchecubano.com
valve guide seals for milwaukee-eight " & " big twin valve guides for all models. valve guides for all models valve guides
for all models. valve guides for all.

Pinterest Once air and fuel are mixed together, the mixture is then transferred into the cylinders where the
internal combustion takes place. Valves are responsible for managing the amount of this mixture that gets sent
into the cylinders. Each valve has a guide seal which prevents the toxic combustion gases from leaking
through them. The top of each valve also has a seal which prevents valve cover oil from ending up in the
engine. Each seal is constructed out of a highly durable rubber material. However, this material does get worn
out over time which results in the valve guide seals going bad. Top 5 Symptoms If you have bad valve guide
seals , you will notice certain symptoms that are easily recognizable. You must understand what they are and
then you can take proper action after you come across them. Below are the top 5 symptoms of bad valve guide
seals. Too Much Smoke â€” Once the deterioration of the valve seals has gotten worse, the exhaust smoke that
comes out of the car after you start the engine will remain there for a while. Excessive Oil Useâ€”If you have
damaged or worn out valve guide seals, then your vehicle will end up using more oil than it normally uses. If
you check your oil level regularly with a dipstick then you will be able to detect this symptom early on. As
long as there are no oil leaks and that your engine compression is functioning properly, then you can be sure
that your problem is with the guide seals. Off-Throttle Braking â€” Anytime you perform off-throttle braking
or even just go down a steep road without touching the gas pedal, you may have bad valve guide seals if
burned oil begins coming out of your tailpipe during these actions. It will come out in abundant amounts.
Idling â€” In stop and go driving, you may notice that your car stays idle after you stop at stop lights or stop
signs. If your car remains idle for extended periods of time, it means you have a bad valve guide seal. You will
also notice large clouds of smoke coming out of your tailpipe each time you stop. Furthermore, the oil which
was previously used is thicker and this thick oil remains inside the valve cover. This means that when you start
the engine, this thick oil will fall through the gap in the seal and end up in the combustion chamber. The result
will be a large cloud of white smoke coming out of the tailpipe after you first start the car. Symptoms of a bad
transmission valve body and replacement cost Replacement Cost The cost of replacing your valve guide seals
will vary according to the make and model of your vehicle. The bad news is that you are looking at about 2 to
4 hours of labor if you take your vehicle to a mechanic.
7: How To Change Repair Valve Stem Seals with Video
Think of valve guide seals as the little hats that your valve guides wear to form the final "seal" between the valve guide
and valve stem. They are located on the top of the valve guide (i.e. on the non-combustion chamber side).

8: Valve Guide Seals - Steiner Tractor Parts
Thought I'd take a moment to post a how-to guide. Got the head off your engine for any reason? Head gasket kits
usually come with a new set of valve stem seals.

9: Best Valve Oil Seals Parts for Cars, Trucks & SUVs
Customer Reviews. COMP Cams offers a complete line of valve seals, from the stock GM O-rings to the positive-stop
PTFE seals. They are a must to keep unwanted oil from entering the combustion chamber through the clearance in the
valve guides.
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